Industry 4.0:Get ready for the Digital Future

Anything that can be connected, will be connected is the rule of the fourth industrial revolution. As
technology improves the machine-to-machine communication and networks of data-gathering sensors
…Every machine, every IT device as well as employees and production facilities will be connected
within the entire supply chain of a manufacturing process – over all time zones and continents.
We are in the midst of the fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 and expect digitisation to deliver
huge benefits and are investing correspondingly large amounts.
Industry 4.0 focuses on the end-to-end digitisation of all physical assets and processes as well as
integration into digital ecosystems with value chain partners. Data and Analytics is a core capability
for Industry 4.0 which applications are fuelled by key enabling technologies.
Organisations need to embrace the huge potential that it offers in areas including efficiency growth,
cost reduction and revenue increases. Failure to embrace it runs the risk of being marginalised by
their global competitors. Industry 4:0 will overturn inefficient asset management practices and replace
these with new high-performance practices.
At the end of this transformation process, successful organisations and industrial companies will
become truly digital enterprises, with physical products at the core, augmented by digital interfaces
and data-based, innovative services. These digital enterprises will work together with customers and
suppliers in industrial digital ecosystems. Assets with built in "smartness" will self-assess and generate
accurate and useful reports on performance.
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Primobile portfolio of offerings for the Digital Future

Software Tools
ON KEY and SAP EAM System

ON KEY Enterprise Asset Management System‘s core purpose is to encapsulate an enterprise’s asset
register, record the condition of the asset and to facilitate work management transactions.
The asset register allows organisations to optimally design maintenance tactics in order to improve the
performance of their physical assets.
Work Orders is the transaction that drives the application along with spare part management.
Maintenance work is planned, scheduled and taken through the execution life cycle which eventually
leads to failure model and effect analysis.
ON KEY is often integrated as the computerised maintenance management module into a broader
information technology architecture. In order to achieve this effortlessly, ON KEY is deployed with an
Interface Tool that can easily facilitate interfacing. ON KEY employs SSRS to deliver structured
preformatted reports.
It's leading edge technology enables users to work on- line or off-line in any language, currency and
time zone. It's mobile capabilities accommodates the completion and feedback on work performed at
point of work, contributing to real time and accurate reporting. ON KEY can be used across industry by
both small and large asset intensive companies.
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SAP Enterprise Asset Management System empowers people and organizations to work together
more efficiently and use business insight more effectively to stay ahead of the competition. SAP
applications and services enable approximately customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously,
and grow sustainably.
Asset operations and maintenance software from SAP helps organizations efficiently manage their
physical assets in terms of performance, risk, and expenditure, leading to:





Increased asset usage by supporting comprehensive maintenance planning
Reduced unplanned downtime, outages, and breakdowns
Greater technician safety by tracking and controlling permit-to-work processes
Reduced annual service and maintenance costs

Maximize ROA (Return On Assets) with superior enterprise asset management (EAM)
Efficiently manage the entire asset lifecycle with world-class enterprise asset management software
from SAP. With real-time visibility into asset performance and powerful analytics, it’s easier to
optimize asset usage, shrink costs, better manage capital expenditures, and ultimately maximize your
return on assets (ROA) – including fixed property, plant, and equipment
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Asset Care Services
Our unique Asset Care Service is based on a partnership model where both parties are bound by
service level agreements in support of excellence in asset management. A team of personnel (account
managers, engineers, planners and schedulers) combined with the in-house team, take responsibility
to plan and execute the agreed day-to-day asset care activities in the Asset Care Centre (ACC). The
methodology and best practices used in executing the service are packaged business processes and
supporting software tools. All business processes are ISO 55000 aligned and meet international
accounting reporting standards (e.g. IFRS, GAAP and GRAP). Where clients have signed long term
Asset Care contracts with us, they receive the added benefit of access to a pool of senior
consultants that can deliver focused improvement solutions.
Which aspects does the Asset Care Service address and what are the benefits of the Asset Care
Service?
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Asset Care Services
Our world-class asset care service is an outsourced service solution where a team of engineers,
planners and schedulers assist the in-house team at the client with agreed day-to-day maintenance
management activities via the Asset Care Centre (ACC). The methodology and best practices used in
executing this function are ISO 55000 aligned and meet international and local accounting reporting
standards (e.g. IFRS, GAAP and GRAP).
The Asset Care Service addresses these aspects:



Implementation of an appropriate asset management strategy for the operation (policy,
strategy, improvement plan).



Definition of key performance indicators (KPIs) and associated reports to
monitor the performance of the maintenance management function.



Effective implementation of an Enterprise Asset Management System (EAMS) in
support and enablement of the maintenance management function.



The establishment and maintenance of an accurate asset register, supported by an
intensive asset identification and verification process.



Implementation of necessary work planning and control

processes (daily/weekly/monthly) to ensure effective resource utilisation


Implementation of asset care plans (preventative maintenance) for all assets
through facilitated involvement of OEMs and inputs from client staff.



The effective management of the on-site MRO warehouse to ensure cost-effective
maintenance of the assets.



Structured analysis of problems to identify and eliminate the root causes in order
to reduce costs, improve asset performance and eliminate asset-related
risks.
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Benefits of the ACC service
The ACC will assist a company in improving the availability and performance of its physical assets, at
an optimal cost and reduced risk. The following benefits are typical examples from our current
customer base:



An accurate and credible asset register, which is kept up to date.



An effective maintenance planning and control process.



Access to experienced asset management and continuous improvement expertise.



Increased compliance with legal, safety and other customer audits.

In addition:



No investment in software or hardware is required to implement an EAMS.



No additional people are required to operate and maintain the EAMS.

Asset Care Centre Options
A special solution for different needs
Industries vary and client needs are unique with very specific asset-type requirements. Therefore we
have three distinct ACC delivery models to comply with client needs and assist in running sustainable
asset management programmes to drive the return on your physical asset management investment.
ACC@Our Offices
We provide our own office space and resources to capture data, analyse results and give feedback and
reports. These resources are shared between up to eight clients. Daily communication via email,
phone or personal meetings takes place. We use an agreed set of business processes to drive and
manage the day-to-day maintenance management activities. ON KEY is our EAMS tool of choice. The
monthly rental fee for the hosting and use of the database ensures the client’s peace of mind since the
host is provided by a Tier 1 internet service provider with a world-class disaster recovery
infrastructure.
ACC@Client
We dedicate its resources (engineers, planners, schedulers and data capturers) to the client. Normally
an ACC office is established at the client's site and they are then integrated into the client's structures
and processes. We use an agreed set of business processes to drive and manage the day to day
maintenance management activities. ON KEY is our EAMS tool of choice. The monthly rental fee for
the hosting and use of the database ensures the client’s peace of mind since the host is provided by a
Tier 1 internet service provider with a world-class disaster recovery infrastructure. If the client already
has an EAMS, ON KEY is used in support of the client's ERP/EAMS.
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ACC Client operated
This service is available to those clients who have a certain measure of asset management maturity
and the resources to perform the tasks. They do however not have their own business processes in
place and we provide these with interventions two days a month as well as with strategic guidance
and maturity assessments. These clients use the EAMS and they may choose to host the software in
their own IT environment. A monthly rental fee is applicable. All licence and support costs are included
in the monthly rental fee.
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Service Excellence
How does Service Excellence work?
Service Excellence is a service centre where new assets are assembled and end of life assets are
refurbished for full re-deployment into operation. This unit also takes responsibility for the installation
and commissioning of these assets at clients’ sites. The fully fledged workshop is run as an operational
Asset Care Centre which is an excellent example of living “Primobile Way”. This means that all
business processes, best practices, consulting and training initiatives that are packaged as part of the
ACC pack are utilised ensuring a rigorous and ‘’Primobile Digital Solutionistic’’ approach towards asset
management. A team of highly qualified engineers and artisans are responsible for the refurbishment,
installation and commissioning of these assets. Engineers have specifically been trained to ensure
exceptional quality of work to meet client expectations. Training is a combination of physical asset
management courses that are packaged as part of the ACC pack together with technical machine
specific training offered in conjunction with the machine manufacturer.
Remote video access. Why?
Once the end of life asset arrive at the centre, it is evaluated and a full refurbishment plan report
prepared for the client. On approval of the proposal, the client is given access to a special video portal
from where communication with the client and real life monitoring of the progress on the work is
done. Should any specific details need to be viewed on the asset, the client can see what exactly is
discussed and make a decision on what should be done remotely. Generally a refurbishment project
takes up to 8 weeks before the asset is re-deployed into operation.
What service packages are available?
On completion of commissioning, Service Excellence can also take responsibility for the execution of
preventive maintenance as well as the installation of rebuilding kits. The physical asset management
and administration can also be offered as an AC service by the Management Consulting division. This
can include the development and optimisation of asset care plans for the specific assets.
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Consultation
Asset management consultation is available to clients in need of projects and interventions to improve
specifically identified aspects of their asset management programmes. These projects vary from shortterm interventions to ongoing projects where the consultants facilitate focused improvement initiatives
and optimise practices to yield sustainable results.
Contracting with clients
At first a client will state their current situation and challenges. A thorough assessment follows using
the Asset Management Improvement Plan (AMIP). The audit results will be used to develop a long
term improvement road map, which will ultimately result in the client being ISO 55000 compliant.
Our consulting teams have been instrumental in positioning asset management as a strategic
advantage in the market place.
Consultation in support of the Asset Care Service
Where clients have signed long term Asset Care contracts with us, they receive the added benefit of
access to a pool of senior consultants that can deliver specifically identified consulting
interventions. Consultation always takes place in support of the on-site asset management team.
Typical projects that the consultants enter into include:
 ISO 55 000 alignment and preparation for certification



Development of an asset-management charter consisting of a policy, strategy and a master plan



Development of asset care plans, standards and procedures



Focused improvement in support of asset/plant optimisation



Asset identification, verification and condition assessments



Risk Evaluation



Energy Management



Life Cycle Management



Asset Management Performance Measurement



MRO Inventory Optimisation



Asset Criticality Assessments



Implementation of Condition Based Maintenance programmes



Shutdown Management
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We believe the success of consulting interventions are dependent on:



the client understanding what their needs or challenges are and that they are prepared to
address these



the on-site team understanding and agreeing with the proposed solutions and participating in the
planning, implementation and executing thereof



the enabling of the team to ensure that the required work continues after the consultants have
completed their part of the agreement



senior management’s support of the provided solution



a culture of continuous improvement and a team that is geared towards finding practical
solutions, even if it means new ways of doing things.
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Primobile Specialised Knowledge Academy
We are passionate about knowledge and improving efficiency. Driven by this passion and the realities
of today's knowledge economy, we take pride in offering specialised knowledge and training solutions
to the world.

Specialised Knowledge and Training
We provide high quality, tailored training to corporates, the public sector and private individuals.
We are different because we challenge training industry norms to empower our clients. We use our
pioneering spirit to offer clients a wide range of unique training courses which can be delivered onsite,
at our venues or online.
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Why Specialised Knowledge and Training?
In today's knowledge economy and fantastic competition, Training is crucial for organisational
development and success.
All organisations have a management that defines the relations between functions and positions and
subdivide and assign roles, responsibilities and authorities to perform defined tasks.
A competent management and operational team is the backbone for the success of any
organisation. The systems, procedures and tools that are used to manage resources are worthless if
the team working with these have not certified knowledge according to ideals. Highly skilled staff
can help your organization to deliver high level results. In addition to external training, internal
training is a pivotal way to share best practice within your organisation, develop common working
procedures and strengthen internal relationships. Training your employees can give you a genuine
competitive advantage over your competition.
Understanding the required skills from shop floor to boardroom, we offer many dynamic courses and
advanced programmes covering a wide range of fields to fill this gap aiming to rectify any imbalance
through theoretically sound, yet practically applicable learning interventions enabling to perform
better.

Features
Courses are offered and may be delivered online or on-site.
Our Specialised Knowledge and Training courses model is based on proven methodology and
framework that lists generic processes that leaders in the fields use and aligned with ISO standards.
The initiative relies on partnerships with renowned universities and entities as well as with business
experts, government bodies, trade associations, and consumer groups offering courses for a strategic
workforce skills development, for tactical workforce and for operational workforce development plan
focusing specifically on areas where it is most required.
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So what is there to gain on Classroom Face to Face training?





Insights gained from interaction with other participants and group discussions



The possibility of training that is customized for your organisation, including teamwork and
special projects

The opportunity to forge life-long relationships with peers
The chance to see first-hand how business operates in different parts of the world through onsite visits

So what is there to gain with online learning benefiting from the Internet revolution?




Improved learning with state-of-the art distance learning techniques available
Takes the hassle out of everyday classroom management
Improved course organisation and reduced administration, with a range of automatic marking
and reporting tools to quickly and easily track and comment on learners ‘ progression course
completion status according to materials and ideals
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Frequently Asked Questions FAQ

User: A user is a person that has an account in the LMS. Users can log onto the system. Users are
given access to classes as trainers or learners. It is possible for the same user to be a trainer in one
class and a learner in another.
Learner: This is a user that has been given learner permissions in a class. Learner permissions allow
the user to view content, access the tools, and view their own progress, scores and grades.
Trainer or Facilitator: This is a user that has been given instructor permissions in a class. Trainer or
Facilitator permissions allow the user to view the progress, scores, grades and content generated by
all the learners in the class. Trainers or Facilitators who are affiliated to a Client account are not able
create classes, unless they have been granted class creation privileges by a Client Administrator.
Client Administrator: This is a user that has been given Client Administrator permissions in a Client
Account within the LMS. The Client Administrator can create and manage classes, enroll Trainers or
Facilitators and Learners into classes, and more.
Class: In the LMS a class holds learning content and tools such as blogs and forums. Adding a learner
to a class allows a Trainer or Facilitator to see the learner’s progress, scores, grades and course
completion status on the course materials and according to ideals. Adding a Trainer or Facilitator to a
class gives access to the content and access to the grades of the learners in that class.
Group: A group is a way for a Client Administrator to organize classes so that the classes can be
found easily. We recommend that classes are organized in semesters or terms.
Client Account: Client Accounts are useful for instructions with a large number of trainers or
facilitators. A user associated with a Client Account can be given Client Administrator permissions and
is then able to manage multiple classes and Trainers or Facilitators within that Client’s Account.
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What are the specific technical and system requirements need for the LMS?
Requirements listed below represent what the LMS can support. Requirements for individual products
may differ; please also refer to the product’s documentation for product specific technical and system
requirements.

Minimum internet connection and network requirements



Minimum internet speed: 3Mbps download and 512 Kbps upload speed per user
Firewall: Must allow delivery of content from multiple IP addresses

Operating systems and browser requirements:
The product is optimized for use on the following systems, browsers and devices:


Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Supported browsers:
1. Internet Explorer 11
2. Most of recent version of Chrome
3. Most recent version of Firefox



Mac OS X 10.8 , 10.9 and 10.10

Supported browsers:
1. Safari 6.0, Safari 7.0 and 8.0
2. Most of recent version of Chrome
Hardware requirements:
1. Minimum screen resolution:1024 x 768 px
2. Microphone for voice recording activities*
3. Video camera for video recording activities*
*Applies to certain products only
Supported tablets:
1. iPad 4, optimized for iOS 7 and iOS 8 with Safari
2. Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1, optimized for Android 4.2.2 with most recent version of Chrome
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Eye on the Sky
Aerial Data Solutions via UAV

Primobile Aerial Data Solutions via UAV services include standard or custom
made ready to fly UAV's, software solutions, management reports, support with
all the training you might need and promises everyday benefits as broad as your
imagination is the limit.
The power of the bird’s eye view has never been more accessible in the following
uses:

Government
+ Police surveillance
+ Law Enforcement
+ Border Patrol / Detection
+ Forestry and Fire Protection
+ Maritime and Coast Guard
+ Poaching for Fisheries
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Disaster Response
+ Search and Rescue
+ Wildfire
+ Flooding
+ Damage assessment
+ Rapid response
+ Emergency Uses

Environment
+ Land cover mapping
+ Carbon capping
+ Renewable energy
+ Environmental Monitoring (dumping)
+ Waterway Monitoring
+ Ice Flow Monitoring
+ Parks (Asset management)
+ Wildlife Conservation
+ Conservation drones
+ Wildlife counts / Mapping of animal population
+ Anti-Poaching
+ Animal health monitoring

Tourism
+ Remote Tours of Distant Locations
+ Flyby interesting landmarks
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Real Estate (Residential and
Commercial)
+ Asset Management
+ Real Estate / Property Photos and
Video
+ Residential Real Estate Marketing
+ Commercial Real Estate Marketing
+ 360 Area Shots

Marketing and Logistics
+Advertising
+Courier Services

Insurance
+ Claims
+ Inventory / Asset Management
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Engineering
+ Civil Engineering Design Mapping
+ Asset monitoring
+ Photogrammetry Services
+ Measurements (Lidar Services)
+ Digital elevation modeling
+ 3D Feature extraction / Contour generation
+ Thermographic Imaging
+ Lidar Services
+ Asset & Plant Inspections
+ Maintenance Surveys – Access areas that are not normally
reachable
+ Rooftop Inspections / Surveys (Residential Heat and Leaks)
+ Industrial Roof Inspections (Heat and Leaks)
+ Progress monitoring and reporting
+ Photogrammatry 3d Models

Utilities
+ Radio Tower Inspections
+ Hydro-line / Power-Line Inspection
+ Wind Turbine Inspections
+ Vegetation management
+ Electric Reliability Transmission Right Of Way monitoring(Tree clearing and
maintenance)
+ Asset verification
+ Solar Energy Site Assessment
+ Solar Panel Outage Detection
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Mining Oil and Gas
+ Oil spill tracking
+ Pipeline monitoring
+ Environmental assessment
+ Pit Survey
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Agriculture
+ Pest control (corn borer control)
+ Land Use
+ Crop type
+ Plant count
+ Canopy cover
+ Leaf area index
+ Soil type
+ Soil moisture
+ Growth stage
+ Plant Height
+ Nitrogen deficiencies
+ Plant health
+ Detasseling
+ Yield Monitoring
+ Soil Classification
+ Spectral Imaging
+ Cattle: Drone/UAV FPV Herding
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Mapping
+ Land cover mapping
+ Forestry mapping
+ Biomass
+ Forest health
+ Disease detection
+ Environmental mapping
+ Hydrology & Geological Mapping
+ Water management support mapping
+ Wind Farm Mapping
+ Solar power plant mapping
+ Transmission Line mapping
+ Emergency response mapping
+ Disaster Site Monitoring and mapping
+ Hazard Mapping
+ Archaeological Site Mapping
+ Surveying
+ Mining & Resources
+ Tree Mapping

Pre-construction and Construction
+ Virtual view from new construction (Vantage Point)
+ Aerials documenting whole site
+ Construction Planning – Identify potential issues
+ Construction Progress Monitoring
+ Marketing for Construction
+ Surveying
+ Natural History Surveys GPS/time/mapping
+ Image Geo-referencing
+ Marine Algae bloom and Proliferation Detection
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Education and Aviation

Videography and Photography

+ Pilot Training
+ Cost Reduction and Increased Pilot
Safety (e.g. FLIR Camera for search
and rescue in reduce weather
minima)
+ University Science and Technology
Studies
+ Aeronautical Engineering and
Studies
+ Software Development Studies
Courses
+ Industrial Engineering Studies
Courses
+ Robotics Studies and Engineering
+ 3D Printing and Technology
Studies Courses

+ Home movies
+ Kids sporting events
+ Weddings
+ Golf Course
+ Promotional Videos for Products /
Services
+ 360 Panoramas
+ Tourism Aerial landmark flyby
+ News
+ Sports Event Coverage
+ Live Event Coverage
+ Concerts
+ Traffic Reporting
+ Aerial cinematography for movies
+ Action/sports
+ Documentary / Expedition
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